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ACROSS
1 It's designed to take

drives
7 Email address set up

to catch nefarious
messages

15 Fictional machine
described as "bigger
on the inside"

16 "Give us your review"
17 Tackles illegally by

leading with the
helmet

18 Shrouds
19 Popular name for

dogs and cats?
20 "_____ Dem Dose"

(Glenn
Miller-composed big
band tune)

21 It has a slightly
bigger particle size
than 52-Across

22 Places you'll rarely
get Washington and
Jefferson?

23 Big name in
20th-century Czech
theater

24 Be in contention
25 "1%" of 1%
26 Latin : sex :: Italian :

_____
27 Unwanted sound

pickup, to a
recording engineer

29 Sport played with a
mallet up to 10 feet
long

34 Flabbergasted
question after an
unexpected outburst
of attitude

38 "Have I finally found
whom I'm looking
for?"

39 Provocative event
that might be
"atmospheric" or
"underground",
briefly

42 Nickname that may
omit "ter"

43 Last of a slashed trio
in some modern
mini-bios

44 "Lemme think..."
45 Stray mixed-up deity?
48 Freon-11 and

Freon-12, e.g.

49 Newman called
broccoli a "vile" one,
in a "Seinfeld"
episode

51 Game show
interruption, say

52 See 21-Across
53 Needing no

maintenance
55 Result of a sedentary

lifestyle, perhaps
57 Hockey player's

equivalent of
applause

58 Décade x 10
59 Some headlights
60 "But after all that..."

DOWN
1 They may be of

interest: Abbr.
2 Its successor

resembles it when
turned 90°, often

3 Traditional light
afternoon meal in
Cornwall and Devon

4 "A towel ... is about
the most massively
useful thing an
interstellar hitch
hiker can have"
writer

5 Sean Connery and
Roger Moore, e.g.

6 Hook form, maybe
7 Move laboriously
8 Necessary quality for

one taking a penalty
kick at a World Cup
final

9 Somewhere between
"every day" and
"every month"

10 They may respond to
codes, for short

11 Slam dunks, e.g.
12 Raise again, as

interest
13 Name on a Ross Sea

bird variety
14 Transferred from one

carrier to another, as
a telephone number

20 Like drinking with a
pinky in the air

22 Possible response to
"Any concerns?"

23 Demonstrate
finiteness

26 One whose arms may
be folded when not
employed?

27 "Case" of low spirits
28 Part of an organ
30 They may meet in

gyms after hours
31 However, in text

messages
32 "Jersey Shore" star

who's also a DJ
33 Slim, hairy gay man

(as opposed to a
"bear"), in slang

35 "Isn't that sooo
special now?"

36 Device for which
even a small list can
be disastrous

37 Literary character
who is executed for
killing Alec

39 Still in the
honeymoon phase,
maybe

40 Starbucks order that
screams "I didn't
really want to sleep
for the next three
days anyway"

41 Infamous 2001
flopped NBC sitcom
whose set featured a
fully functional
kitchen

45 Rival of "Tech", in
many sports
commercials using
generic school names

46 On the rails, say?
47 Diamonds may turn

into mud without
them

48 Like this entry, which
is good if you don't
want to get it solely
from the crossings

50 Streamline Moderne
is a style of it

52 Analog of the elder
brother in a
Steinbeck novel

54 One might show up
on your front porch,
briefly

55 "No smoking" spot,
e.g.

56 Not on the rainbow
spectrum, in a way,
informally


